
RPPP Review Engagement: Public Forums 
 

Introduction 
On-street parking is a valuable community resource that the County provides on many streets which 

must be managed for the greatest public benefit. Arlington’s long-standing Residential Permit Parking 

(RPP) Program currently manages on-street parking utilization in 24 residential areas with the goal of 

providing close and convenient street parking for residents in balance with other goals for County 

streets.  

Because on-street parking is a valuable community resource, Arlington County has no intention of 

eliminating the RPP program. Over the last several years, County staff have received interest for RPP 

restrictions in neighborhoods that did not match the program’s original intent of preserving on-street 

parking for residents of neighborhoods near metro stations.  

County staff is reviewing the purpose and function of Arlington’s RPP program. As the first major review 
in over 10 years, it is an opportunity to consider changes that improve the program’s efficiency, user 
experience and fairness. As part of this review, the Department of Environmental Services (DES) is 
gathering community input and feedback on the program. DES hosted several pop-up events in the 
summer of 2018 and provided an online feedback form in which over 1,600 participants shared their 
thoughts on the program. To build off this effort, staff identified key themes that surfaced during the 
summer engagement to further explore with the community in the fall of 2018.  
 
As part of the second phase of engagement, staff hosted three public forum sessions in fall 2018 to 
gather perspectives on the RPPP, such as: 
 

• Discover what diverse groups of community members think works and doesn't work about 
the program as it is today.  

• Find areas of common ground and areas of agreement and disagreement on issues related to 
the program.  

• Identify any additional issues/concerns that have not yet been identified during the summer 
2018 outreach efforts.  

 
This report includes an overview of the key issues and discussion points that surfaced across the three 
forums, as well as in written submissions collected via email and forum comment forms.  
 

Public Forum Overview 
Three public forums on RPP, with simultaneous interpretation services in Spanish and Amharic available, 
were held at the following locations: 

1. Key Elementary — Wednesday, November 14, 2018 from 7:00 to 8:30 PM 
2. Aurora Hills Community Center — Thursday, November 29, 2018 from 6:00 to 7:30 PM 
3. Drew Elementary — Saturday, December 8, 2018 from 10:30 AM to 12:00 PM 

 



 

 
Each forum began with Arlington County staff welcoming the participants and explaining the purpose of 

the public forum as it relates to the overall Residential Permit Parking Program (RPPP) review. DES staff 

provided the participants with:  

• An overview of the RPP Program, explaining its intent as defined by the County Code as well as 

operational aspects such as permit types available or currently eligible property types;  

• The goals of the public forums as stated above; and  

• A short summary of the themes identified through the summer engagement period that 

provided the structure for the public forum activities.  

Staff organized the discussion at these forums into five major themes based on the initial input from the 

summer online survey and pop-up events:  

1. Eligibility 
2. Visitor Parking 
3. Enforcement 
4. Business Patrons/Commuter Parking 
5. Parking at County Facilities 

 
For more details on the results, please see “Report: Share your Thoughts on Parking.” 
 

Figure 1: Public Forums  
Arlington County staff welcomes forum participants and provides information on the RPP program 
and the review (left: Aurora Hills Community Center; right: Key Elementary). 



 

 
 

Discussion Set-up 

Public Forum participants were encouraged to engage in small group discussions at five stations led by a 

neutral facilitator. Each station centered around one of the five major themes mentioned above and 

captured what’s working, what’s not working, and the solicitation of new ideas from residents.  

One hour was allotted for public discussion and participants were encouraged to move between stations 

based on their focus of interest. As a guidance, County staff provided time check-ins at 15-minute 

intervals.  

Each small group station had a designated facilitator (non-DES staff) who moderated an interactive 

conversation prompting the group with questions provided and writing down major themes/points on 

flip chart paper. In addition, notetakers recorded what was said during the discussion in real time on a 

computer.  

Emerging Themes  
Throughout the forums, a series of themes emerged. This section provides a high-level summary 
of themes that were heard, along with example comments from participants. Please note: These 
comments are the notetakers’ best effort to capture what individual participants said, but may or may 
not be verbatim quotes.  
See the document [document name with hyperlink] to read all notes taken during the forums.  
RPP Program Purpose and Adaptability  
Purpose of the RPP Program  

• Discourage commuter parking  
 “When did Arlington county allow parking at night? My neighborhood has no commuter parking 
during the day, […]and other areas begin restrictions at 6 a.m.; country club program; original 
purpose was to protect commuter neighborhoods, not for other purposes.  

• Solve nuisance issues  
 “Our neighborhood was a garbage dump before we had controlled parking put in.”  

• Safety  

Figure 2: Public Forum at Drew Elementary 
Residents engage in small group discussions, guided by station facilitator, on what works and 
doesn’t with RPP at stations with different focus topics (left: topic ‘Eligibility’; right: ‘Business 
Patrons/Commuter’).  



 “Restricted eligibility is working, it creates a safer neighborhood.”  
• Excessive program goals  

 “Current program is trying to solve too many problems”  
• Ensure on-street parking availability  

 “On my street you do not need eligibility. Probably because not meeting 25 percent 
requirement. However, I still can’t park on my street. I’d like the county to re-visit that because 
there are now businesses at the end of my street and the situation is that I can’t park on my 
street despite not meeting the 25 percent requirement. There is nowhere to park my car near 
Lee and Glebe. Parking lots will tow you. I already have to walk 10 to 20-minute walk to my 
house from where I can find a parking space for my car.”  

Flexibility of the Program  
• Program purpose should evolve  

 “Problem is that people are registered in Arlington and parking there and that is not a good 
criteria to use. It was originally trying to combat commuters. And now, it should be to make 
parking more available for residents, not just from people outside of Arlington”  

• Grandfather existing zones  
 “Grandfather in existing RPP zones because it is working in our area. No matter what you do to 
change it for the future, you should grandfather us in.”  

• Adapted to neighborhood  
 “Problems differ zone by zone.”  

• Restriction timing   
 “Parking during business hours ok, but after 5 pm should be just residents only.”  

• Strategy for peak use  
 “There should be a strategy developed for peak parking times in high volume areas, none 
exist.”  

Program Uniformity/Variation  
• Neighborhood specific policy  

 “Currently treating all zones the same – zones should have different rules because 
neighborhoods have different problems. The entire zone should be considered when a decision 
is made.”  

• Inconsistencies  
 “Douglas Park area. They have nighttime restricted parking by Monroe street, Monroe and 
Douglas Park, how?”  

• Restriction variety  
“More parking for two or three-hour parking, instead of all or nothing approach.”  

Household Eligibility  
• Multi-family vs. Single Family Eligibility   

 “Multi-family residents are treated differently than single-family homes – not reasonable to set 
rules based on 1964 zoning patterns of vehicle ownership.”  
 “Homeowner-based system works – doesn’t care as much about apartments, that should be the 
building’s issue to deal with.”  

• Eligibility and property taxes  
“We pay taxes and should get what we pay taxes for. County does not acknowledge non-single-
family home residents in this way. Program is unfair to multi-family dwellings, all who are not 
single-family homes.”    

• Townhome zoning restriction removal  



 “One of the suggestions is for townhouses that would normally be eligible. A development has 
12 buildings for 16 spots but because they have the 1.125 requirement, they are not eligible. 
Take away the zoning restriction on townhome eligibility. “  

• Commercial areas  
 “Accommodate parking on-site in commercial areas.”  

Attitude towards program  
• RPP restrictions welcomed  

 “We had a conflict with single-family homes next to high density housing. Our streets were used 
as a parking lot and then we got zoned and that fixed the issue.”  

• RPP restrictions not welcomed  
 “We walk through zoned prohibited spaces a mile from my house at night with kids in my 
neighborhood through zoned areas to park. We don’t want zones.”  

RPP and Other Parking Supply  
New Multi-Family Development  

• Bundled pricing  
“They build these high rises and they don’t pay for parking because they don’t want to pay $120 
to community to park. Make them pay for it in the rent and it should not be an option.  They 
should have to pay for parking. County should not approve developments without making 
developer pay more to put in enough parking for the community.”  

• Insufficient off-street parking  
 “Arlington historically has not been building condo buildings that provide adequate parking, i.e. 
condo buildings are not building enough parking, which forces people to find parking 
elsewhere.”  

• County responsibility  
 “The people should not be penalized who live in these condos. County has insisted in recent 
years that some parking is allocated per another resident. Counter argument is – 1/16th, is not 
enough. County problem, not residents of condo issues.”  

• County coordination with developers  
 “Developers are asking for it and County is allowing it. Why would you build a development 
without requiring parking to be a part of it?”  

• Vehicle ownership assumptions  
 “Smaller residential living space due to expensive housing but the people living there have the 
same parking needs.”  

• Moratorium challenges   
 “We are going to be hurt in the next three months with an extended moratorium. For example, 
if the moratorium changes to zones but there is no moratorium on the development that is 
being built up during that time.”  

• Temporary lifting of moratorium  
 “Allow temporarily relief from moratorium for immediate negative impacts happening to 
neighborhoods from development.”  

Off-Street Parking  
• Public garages   

 “I’m mostly on a car-free diet, happy with taking metro, and would be happy to park in a 
parking garage when I don’t need to drive. If the county were to build, provide and/or rent 
parking structures within a mile of her home, I would be more than happy to park my car there 
when I don’t need to drive it. Or use under-utilized parking structures and garages already in 
existence now and let residents park there like a private zip car. People in a mile of garage could 
park there at night.”  



• Shared parking  
 “Would private stores allow overnight parking for residents?  A community center allows 
residents to park in their lots after-hours.  Maybe private garages would allow that as a possible 
solution? For example, the Giant store complex.”  

• New schools  
 “New high school is being built.  I’m a substitute teacher.  There is not going to be any parking 
and what do they want people to do? They want people to park on the street. They are talking 
about charging the teachers and others to pay to park on the school grounds, which will make 
them park on street if they can’t afford it.”  

• Utilizing public garages for visitors  
 “If I can give out two passes but I’ve invited 20 people, that won’t work.  But if there is a garage 
nearby, they can walk from there.  I have a friend in south Arlington and we park at a nearby 
garage and walk to her home.”  

• Manage expectations  
 “People’s expectations need to be managed. You shouldn’t assume free parking if you’re 
visiting. You should expect to pay for parking and park at a garage. “  

Parking Supply and Demand  
• Cap number of permits per household for low-density homes to manage demand  

 “I live in single-family home neighborhood. Why can I own 12 cars in a single-family home? My 
next-door neighbor has 4 cars and 2 drivers.  Why can’t there be a limit for single-family homes 
in terms of the number of cars they can have if you do that for multifamily homes?”  

• Manage demand by installing meters and giving discounts to residents  
 “Maybe should have higher priced meters and maybe residents near Metro should get a 
discount on the meters.”  

• Multi-Family housing resident responsibility  
 “When people decide to live in a condo, one thing they should think about is whether they 
should live there if there is not enough parking.”  

• Program eligibility and having a driveway  
 “It doesn’t make sense that people who have driveways and space in their yard to build 
driveways (old longer standing houses/people in them) get the benefits of the program but new 
people do not get the benefits of the program. Not right.”  

• Low-density housing resident responsibility  
 “In looking ahead to the future of Arlington this strikes me as being backwards. Why does it 
make any sense to have residential street permit parking right next to East Falls Church metro 
station when people already have benefit of living near the Metro?  There is high demand 
curbside at Metro and it should not be allocated to single-family homes where parking is most 
valuable.”  

• Do not cap on number of permits per household  
 “We only get two stickers per house but then our children become drivers. If we have four cars, 
pay taxes on our cars, and pay taxes for property, we should be able to park free.”  

• Demand exceeds supply for short-term rentals  
 “Renters and Airbnb are taking up off-street parking and it has been becoming more of a 
problem. All the off-street parking is being taken up by visitors.”  

• Multiple vehicles  
 “Group homes are an issue; multiple people living in one plot each have a car which they park 
on the lawn or on the street in the neighborhood…”  

County Policy  
• Better parking plans  



• Off-Street parking ratio  
 “They think that if you reduce parking spaces in buildings, people will take metro.  It’s a 
farce.  Red Top was voted on and it will not work.”  
“Developers need to provide more parking.”  

• Multi-Family dwellings  
 “Creative solutions for multi-family dwellings but policies have not kept up with changing 
demographics.”  

• Commercial vehicle parking  
 “Regulate commercial vehicles for RPPP compliance operated by residents.”  

• Car-free diet  
 “County needs to get out of mindset that people don’t drive! Car-free diet doesn’t work and it is 
a joke!”  

RPP Program Administration  
RPPP Permit Types  

• Metro corridor zone  
 “Consider a new type of widespread zone, where all street parking within 1 mile of a metro 
station would require an Arlington resident parking decal -- not as tightly zoned as the RPP but 
preventing far-flung commuters driving to our neighborhood street.”  

• Zone reciprocity  
 “The system is setup to control commuter traffic. Don’t understand why I can’t come to the 
library and park on the street when I live here. What about reciprocity?  There is no zone 
reciprocity. There’s little benefit to the permit. I live in Arlington but can’t go to Clarendon. 
What do the stickers mean?”  
 “Zoned parking -- it is a good thing, but if you cross one street they cannot park. It carves out 
neighborhoods. I can walk in Pentagon City, but cannot park there. This is a double-edged 
sword. If you have a sticker, you should be able to park in other zones. If it is an Arlington 
resident with a sticker, why can’t they park in Clarendon?  

• Address on permit  
 “It would be nice if they put the address on the permit and that cars were only allowed to be 
parked a couple blocks away from their address.”  

• Short-term commuter permits  
 “We are in middle-Arlington near the Foreign Service Center and a lot of vehicles are active 
military or foreign service that need to park for two to three days in the area.  Could we 
distinguish them from regular commuters so they could park there? Other residents ask why 
these facilities don’t provide enough parking for the people using them.”    

• Hybrid/Electric exemption  
 “Could you get some special greening permits for hybrid cars? Greening eligibility.”  

Cost of the Program  
• Permits should be free  

 “Put the zone on the personal property stickers and make it free like it used to be!”  
• Higher RPP permit rates  

 “Private residential parking permits as apartment complexes and their restrictions.”  
Zone Implementation Process  

• Residents want restrictions without survey  
 “There are large apartment complexes around our house – a 200-unit development near us and 
people don’t want to pay the complex to park. That is a problem.  We want permit parking on 
our street and county says that is not a good enough reason to grant participation in the 
program.”  



• Change application process  
 “We have had a significant increase in the number of neighborhoods applying. They apply three 
to four times and are repeatedly denied for the program. The County comes out and says you 
don’t need it, but they come out when the cars are not there. We need to reform the process of 
deciding who gets to participate in this program and who does not get to participate in the 
program. We get so many different reasons why we cannot participate.  A one-way street was 
one of the reasons cited and that was not true.”    

• Effects on other neighborhoods  
 “My complaint on what is not working is the process is that our area was originally zoned but 
then a new zone took away some of our parking and then another new zone took more of our 
parking.  The process does not take into account the people outside a zone when another zone 
is adjusted and the change affects the other nearby zones.”  

Time restrictions  
• Short-term parking in RPP  

 “Ok with people who come 2-3 hours.”  
• Short-term parking in RPP and enforcement issues  

 “When a house owner calls in, enforcement usually comes quickly. Enforcement is another 
consideration if we go to shorter 2-3-hour terms.”  

• Zone time challenges  
 “Issue with hours – difficulty in parking is not during the day but at night, but the restrictions 
end at 5:30 p.m. It’s difficult to find parking in the evening.”  

Enforcement  
• After-hour staff  

 “No meter maids at night past 9pm. Get more enforcement after that time.”  
• Residents don’t want to call police for parking issues  

 “Residents don’t want to call the police after 9pm because they feel their issue isn’t urgent 
enough to call the police.”  

• Responsiveness  
 “Parking enforcement does immediately respond and may take a day to follow-up.”  

• Understaffed  
 “Not enough PSAs.”  

• Process is complaint driven  
“Shouldn’t have to call to get someone to enforce the law.”  

• Frequency   
“Near VA Hospital Center, get a lot of Maryland tags and they seem to feel comfortable parking 
on the surrounding streets during restricted hours.  I do call the cops.  There are no meter 
maids. I take pictures of the car and tags when they come.”  
“Enforcement is “not random” enough, which allows parkers to find a pattern and avoid 
ticketing.”  

• Consistency  
 “Some cars have multiple tickets and are still not towed.”  
“Huge issue with Fed Ex, UPS, and Bike Share. People park in no parking zones and block traffic 
and the county never tickets any of them.”  

• Public education  
 “Better communication to residents. More channels of communication.”  

• License plate readers  



 “Timed parking without meters means enforcement has to come continuously. This puts a 
burden on parking areas. We could use ParkMobile or license plate readers. ParkMobile has a 
minor charge, but it is a good way to track vehicles quickly.”  

• Alternative ways to report violations:   
App  
 “Report repeat offenders through my Arlington app vs. non-emergency police.”  
Email resource  
 “Have a place to send photos of what we see people doing -- an email account to send pictures 
to.”  
Text Hotline  
 “Have a text hotline to report violators.”  

Permit Abuse  
• FlexPass counterfeiting  

 “Crack down on the black market for FlexPasses. Lee Highway apartment dwellers 
sell/give away passes.”  

• Illegal use of FlexPass   
“Visitors go to the airport and use someone's flex pass illegally.”  

• Visitor passes may be used not for visiting household  
 “Visitor passes seem to be used for parking far away from original property.”  

• Repeated visitor pass usage  
 “STV passes are not filled out and are used for weeks.”  

• Vehicles with permits remain on-street too long  
 “How long can a person park in front of their house with a sticker?  Answer: As long as they 
want.  I called the county and they said give them 14 days to park in front of his house.  I like the 
stickers and I don’t mind certain things but that is too long.”  

• Permit sales  
 “Passes and decals are being sold by residents to non-residents.”  

• Penalty for selling passes  
 “People selling passes are not being punished.”  

• Penalty for counterfeiting permits  
 “County isn’t enforcing penalties for duplicating permits even when hard proof is available.”  

• Penalty/Cost  
 “Is a ticket enough of a deterrent?”  

Parking for Non-Residents  
Business Patron Parking  

• Should park off-street  
 “Streets are for residents and parking garages are for the business patrons. “   

• No exceptions  
 It’s not expensive to get a permit and worth the cost. There should be no exceptions 
and I worry about opening the door even for the short term.”  

• Business tax to pay for patron parking  
 “We should form a special business tax so that they pay their fair share.”  

Schools  
• Teachers on-street  

 “I live in this neighborhood and I’m going to walk to places, so teachers should be able to park 
in the neighborhood.”  

• Teacher permit  
 “If we give them to teachers, make sure it is just the stick-on decals ONLY!”  



• No exceptions for teachers  
 “We pay a premium to live where we live. We should have more of a right to park near/in front 
of our homes.”  

• Parent pick-up drop-off  
 “What works: They changed parking restrictions to accommodate parent pick-up and drop-off 
on Key Blvd.”  

• Short-term for parents  
 “Parents and teacher should be given passes, but parents should only be able to park for a short 
period of time (2-3 hour time limit).”  

• Should depend on neighborhood/school  
 “I like the idea of the zoned parking for teachers, especially since you can 
estimate the times, but it needs to be on a school by school basis.”  

• Event parking should not be allowed on-street  
 “NOT OKAY – Shouldn’t be allowed. Wash-Blvd; Arlington Science; Thomas Jefferson – event 
overflow into the neighborhoods is an issue.”  

• Parents should get exceptions for event parking  
 “Some parents are unable to park for events. Would be okay if they were given special 
privileges.”  

• New development  
 “No new schools.”  

County Facility Parking Other than Schools  
• Facility parking should be allowed  

 “Fine with parking for facilities and parks. There’s room. They can accommodate it.”  
• Parking may be misused for other purposes  

 “It’s a balance, if someone is using a park/fields it is okay. It’s not okay for those that may not 
want to park at a nearby hotel or go to a restaurant.”  

• Residents should be able to park for free  
 “Sick and tired of paying for parking to go to the library.”  

• Free parking to vote  
 “If you’re going to vote, parking should be free. Maybe do the same for voting at CHP? 
Voucher?”  

• Manage parking facilities better  
“Space is such an issue. Should better manage/utilize facilities with vacancy around surrounding 
County facilities and build less parking at County facilities. Garages are underutilized throughout 
the County. Don’t want to see the County have to build garages, especially if there are available 
options nearby.”  

• Specific parking sticker for County facility parking  
 “(County facilities vs. Businesses) Arlington County should create recreation stickers for zoned 
areas.”  

• Limit overflow  
 “No unreasonable overflow FROM community centers and schools. It should not get into the 
neighborhoods—it’s a balance. “ 

Metered Parking 

• Too much metered, not enough residential 

“Possible solution could be a split parking sign like they do in DC to allow visitor parking.  There 

is too much paid metered parking and not enough residential parking.”  

• Feeding the meter shouldn’t be allowed 



 “Adding to the meter or feeding the meter used to be allowed.  Parking at the meter is for a 

limited time, you shouldn’t feed the meter.”     

• Feeding the meter should be allowed 

“But if you need an additional hour if we’ve already paid, we should be allowed to add more 

time instead of going back out to your car. Currently, you can’t add more time.”  

Arlington County Parking Office  

• Service insufficient 

 “The Arlington County parking office is very disorganized and they need to get their act 

together.” 

Mobility Services 
TNCs 

• Idling 

 “There is a fair amount of Uber drivers that sit there and idle in the cars, adding pollution to our 

community.” 

Scooters 

• Uncontrolled parking 

 “Scooters are being parked in spaces and the area outside the marked zone. Scooters need to 

be permitted to park.” 

Car2go 

• No exemption anywhere 

 “Car2go exemptions shouldn’t exist. Because they take up parking spaces in popular areas 

where residents would like to park.” 

• Should be allowed on residential streets 

 “People like to use Car2go and park on their streets.” 

• Park too long 

 “People with Car2Go are parking on our residential streets. The cars are staying too long.” 

County vehicles 

• County carpool  

“How many spaces in county facilities are assigned to staff? You’re not forcing your own staff to 

[carpool]. How many spots in Clarendon-Courthouse are needed?” 


